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The human being’s struggle with the satanic
spirit of the World

BD 5257 received 19.11.1951

Not inclination but love determines the will ....

It is le up to all of you in which direction you turn your will, even though
you are indeed advised by My Word what end result you will achieve by any
direction of will. Yet My Word does not force you either, since you can also
accept or reject it again depending on your mentali and your love. For
love determines your will .... You will always love whatever it is you strive
for, irrespective of whether it is good or bad; your desire is directed towards
it, and this is how your will is .... good or bad. You will always feel love
for what you desire, but whether this love is rightly or wrongly directed
is determined by your spiritual development. Now you can certainly raise
the objection that love has been placed into the human being, that even
love for evil arises from the heart and that the human being is thus a
victim of dormant cravings within himself. And up to a point this objection
is justified .... that all instincts and cravings which during the individual
preliminary stages in the law of compulsion had not yet been overcome
are latent in the human being, that the human being therefore brings them
into his earthly life in order to then defeat and completely discard them.

ese characteristics are thus present in the human being and therefore also
arouse the cravings. ey want fulfilment and o en become so powerful in
a person that they completely control him. e fight against such cravings
is o en difficult, but this is why I endowed the human being with intellect,
so that he can think about his feelings in order to take appropriate action
against them.

It is wrong to say that the human being must act in accordance with his
inclination .... admittedly, if he had been created without intellect and
felt instinctively impelled. But since he is offered ample opportuni in
earthly life to acquire knowledge, since he has a guiding principle in My
commandments of love, since he has a still, small voice within himself
which admonishes and warns him, which always draws his attention to My
will, and since he is now able to think about everything, it is solely up to
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his will to wage battle against himself when necessary, when his cravings
resist what he, according to his inner realisation, should do .... e fact that
he is unable to do so is not applicable, for a sincere will also guarantees
him a gi of strength, nevertheless, a weak will is unsuccessful .... And
only one thing is necessary again in order to strengthen a weak will ....
faith in Jesus Christ .... It is true that especially people who are still badly
afflicted by characteristics from their preliminary stages don't believe in
Jesus Christ, however, by merely rationally thinking about it they already
express their will to ascertain the truth, and they will be helped to find
a correct solution .... However, where the question about Jesus Christ is
unhesitatingly dismissed, where no effort is made to find an answer, that
is where the will is obviously turned downwards, and that is where the
human being indeed falls prey to the forces from below, yet it is his own
will and not the fault of his inclination. For the human being can direct his
will in both directions or one could not speak of free will. And every person
can and should sooner or later question his task in earthly life .... is is
why he was given his intellect ....

Amen

BD 5100 received 05.04.1951

Matter ....
Loss of earthly possessions ....
Free will ....

Everything you call your own on earth can be taken away from you if it is
My will, and you cannot protect yourselves from it but have to accept it.
But I constantly draw your attention to the fact that you should not grow
too fond of earthly possessions because they do not last long. However,
you can secure for yourselves spiritual riches which cannot be taken away
from you and which you can constantly increase, particularly at the time of
great adversi which will come upon you. en you will be able to hand
them out and those who allow themselves to be given treasures from the
spiritual kingdom will receive many blessings. For they will help you attain
eternal life .... Earthly goods cannot stop you from dying, but spiritual
goods can indeed prevent your spiritual death. All worldly things will be
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ruined and you humans are likewise at risk of having to relinquish your
physical life; then all your possessions will be worthless. If, however, you
keep your life then you will be differently minded, for then you will realise
the truth of My Word which constantly alerted you to this adversi . I know
who will be affected by it through My will. Nevertheless, My intention is
not to harm you but only to benefit your soul. I know where every person
is still vulnerable and I have to inflict painful wounds on him which kill
his desire for matter, which cure him from the blight of this world. Many
will indeed regard it as a cruel and harsh fate, yet one day they, too, will
know better and thank Me for forcefully intervening in their lives which
otherwise would have continued without achievement for the soul.

I see how humani becomes increasingly more immersed in matter, how
it only works and creates in order to add to it, oblivious to the near end.
It is a completely pointless waste of strength, for very shortly everything
will disappear before your eyes which you humans so greedily desire ....
And you let day a er day go by without acquiring goods for your soul, day
a er day you turn your eyes to the world and don't consider your soul's
fate a er death, which is so close to all of you, from an earthly as well as a
spiritual point of view. Yet I can only ever warn and admonish you again,
but I cannot force you nor can I give you such obvious evidence of the truth
I reveal to you that you would change because of fear in order to escape
the calami . You must want to become blessed of your own accord, you
must spontaneously desire to be united with Me, your Creator and Father
of eterni , then you will also voluntarily fulfil My will .... you will turn
selfish love, the love for the world, into unselfish neighbourly love; then
you will strive for spiritual values and need not fear the end or the loss of
earthly goods, which the coming time of adversi will entail. I know full
well what I want to preserve or leave to the individual person, but you don't
know it and shall prepare yourselves so that everything will be taken away
from you and yet you will keep the everlasting wealth which can never be
taken away from you .... Only attend to these possessions and you will at all
times receive My kindness and mercy, My faithful care and Fatherly love,
which always gives you what you need; which never leaves you, who want
to belong to Me, in adversi .... is is why you never again have to dread
the coming events, for you cannot lose anything anymore because you have
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gained everything ....
Amen

BD 5379 received 02.05.1952

Merciful Fatherly love for the fallen beings ....

When you have sinned I nevertheless will not withdraw My merciful love
from you, instead it will take hold of you firmly so that you will find your
way back to Me again, so that you will recognise your wrongdoing and
sincerely want to avoid everything that is not right before My eyes. I know
your weaknesses, I know the temptations you are subject to due to your
imperfection, but I also know your will which applies to Me and which I
thus also value and therefore help you li yourselves up again when you
have fallen. And I bless everyone who makes an effort .... who will not
let up in his endeavour despite all temptations, despite failing frequently.
Time and again I give him strength because My love for My living creations
never stops, which nevertheless belong to Me even when they are sinful.
Yet you should fight with all your strength against the one who wants
to seduce you .... you should time and again prove yourselves worthy of
My love, you should not reject My love but always and forever request it,
you should not want to become sinful and therefore repeatedly commend
yourselves to My love and grace, you should appeal to Me for protection
against the tempter, you should not exclude Me from your thoughts, your
daily work, you should o en strengthen yourselves, because you are too
weak, with My Word ....

You should always maintain contact with Me so that I can have an effect
on you at all times, and you will become ever more steadfast when you are
faced by temptations, which will keep confronting you because the tempter
will not slow down fighting for your souls until you have defeated him
yourselves through Me, Whom you long for with all your heart and Whose
love will not let go of you .... For as long as you live on earth you will have
to wage this battle, because your earthly life is the last opportuni during
which the adversary can and will influence you because he does not want to
lose you, and only when you become completely free from earthly cravings
will the temptations become less .... But I know every stirring of the heart,
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I know who has the will to live a life that pleases Me, I know who is still
weak, and yet I must allow My adversary to try to exert his influence on
you .... I have to leave the decision to you, I must not prevent you from
doing what displeases Me, but I will never close My ear to the appeal of
a child if it wants to be accepted in My Fatherly favour again. I know of
your weakness and provide you with strength as o en as you request it.
Hence you should not be despondent when you have fallen but come to
Me repentantly, and My merciful love will never deny itself since it is, a er
all, always willing to forgive if a child genuinely desires it ....

Amen

BD 5405 received 24.06.1952

e narrow path ....

I want to dwell in you, I want to reign in your hearts, yet with a love that
shall fill you with joy. I want to be inside you .... is presence of Mine
also makes you My children, then I will have come to My Own and they
will have accepted Me .... All My love belongs to you who live on this earth
as My living creations, it cares for you and leads you onto paths which,
admittedly, are o en stony and laborious to walk. I lead you, and yet again I
stand at the goal and wait for you. us you have My everlasting assistance
and no-one can say they have never experienced My help. However, if he
does not follow My kind-hearted urging and loving call he will stay behind,
and those who follow Me will make considerable progress .... and they
will reach the goal .... I Myself draw them to My Fatherly heart and lead
them into My house .... the child has found its way home to the Father
from Whom it was separated for an infinitely long time due to its own fault
.... It finally has found its way back because it entered the only path that
leads to Me .... the path of love .... Yet it is not easy to cover this path, it
offers no enticements, no feast for the eyes, it is not smooth and cannot be
effortlessly walked but has to be scaled step by step because it leads steeply
upwards and many obstacles will first have to be removed before it becomes
passable .... But it is passable because a guide constantly walks by your side,
supporting and protecting you, providing you with strength when you want
to give up. He speaks to you full of love, He takes the burden off you which
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you have to carry, He carefully leads you across dangerous cliffs and is your
constant companion .... us you are able to reach the goal, proving you
have the will to do so .... But now you are also able to turn your sights to
the wide path, and this wide path can easily appear desirable to you, for
it is lined by all kinds of joys and pleasures. e loveliest images entice
the pilgrim into daring the jump from the narrow, not easily passable path
onto the wide beckoning road where many people gather to enjoy worldly
delights .... e temptation is very great and many a person cannot resist it
.... He leaves the laborious path, and he will always receive help in getting
onto the wide path .... For figures are standing everywhere who beckon to
him and offer their hand, who rejoice that they can entice the pilgrim away
from the narrow path. e wide path, however, will not lead to the same
goal .... it leads downwards, as sure as the narrow path leads to ascent.

is depiction makes it clear to you that the final goal can only be reached
through effort, that it takes a certain struggle with oneself and with the
difficulties which stand in his way. us, the human being can only reach
the final goal if he takes it seriously, if he ignores all difficulties, if he only
directs his eyes upwards where I beckon to him as a most glorious goal ....

en I Myself will carry his feet across the obstacles, then he will not see
them but keep his bright gaze on Me as I extend My hand for him to hold
on to, which lead him to the end of the path .... But how different is the
life of those who walk along other paths .... How many joys and worldly
pleasure can one person show, and how much deprivation, affliction and
tribulation the other .... One person's days are shaped full of varie , whilst
the other only sees his and other people's hardship and apart from his own
he also carries his fellow human being's burden because he is impelled to
do so by love.

Yet the day of reckoning will come sooner or later, and this will turn out
to be as the human being wanted it himself and how he demonstrated his
desire .... He who strove spiritually, who did not forget about Me despite
all tribulations but tirelessly walked towards Me, will receive spiritual
possessions. But those who walked along the wide path will suddenly
realise that it ends in the abyss .... e abyss will welcome all of them,
for they constantly walked the path downwards, which certainly started
with the best of intentions but they were soon abandoned, because the
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temptations dispelled all second thoughts, because sin becomes rife where
My adversary is able to influence people's souls. And the wide path has
been laid out by him with the objective of ruining people. And thus you
humans are enticed by two powers, and you can make your own decision,
you can choose yourselves whom you want to strive for. You can become
My children, but you can also remain his children ....

is is the decisions you humans have to take on earth. It is an extremely
responsible decision, for it determines your whole eterni . is is why
each of the two ruling powers sends out his messengers. ere will be
no-one walking the wide path who will not encounter people who warn
and admonish him, for they stand by the wayside, they know the Lord
Who alone can offer Salvation, and this realisation stimulates them to
also inform their fellow human beings and to lure them away from the
extremely dangerous wide path .... Influencing these travellers such that
they will leave the wide path and join the pilgrims on the narrow path is
rarely successful. e latter, however, are seized by My love and mercy and
I make their ascent easy for them because they rose above themselves. And
a glorious crown is beckoning to the victors .... they will be the first because
they possess My whole Fatherly love, which I also wanted to give to the
others but had to experience their rejection .... For anyone who walked the
wide path walks without Me .... because the love of the world smothered
all love for Me and other people and the gulf cannot be bridged without
Me .... Walk love's path to the cross .... love and suffer and bear your
earthly burden with humili and submission and know that you thereby
substantially shorten the path to Me, that your soul becomes increasingly
brighter and more translucent the higher you rise .... Know that you will
get ahead of the souls which did not emulate you, and that one day in the
spiritual kingdom you will be able to affect those who stayed behind in
their spiritual development, that you then should and will be able to help
them so that they, too, will reach the light. For I cannot arbitrarily place
those into the kingdom of light who failed in their earthly life, who did
not live according to My will but allowed themselves to be controlled by
the one who is My adversary .... Yet they shall not be lost forever .... And
one day it will be your mission to save the souls from the darkness, to help
them achieve beatitude, even though they will never reach the degree of
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light which is the result of a right path on earth ....
Amen

BD 3704 received 04.03.1946

Spiritual rebirth ....

Spiritual rebirth is the human being's objective on earth, otherwise the
soul will also be without life when the body dies, but since it is immortal
it cannot entirely fade away. Spiritual rebirth means life for the soul,
but life for the soul without spiritual rebirth is impossible. However, the
human being will be spiritually reborn when he seeks contact with the
spiritual realm of his own accord. e human soul is no longer content
with the body's life, but it cannot find fulfilment of its desire in the earthly
world either and aspires towards the realm to which it really belongs, and
depending on the sinceri of its will the human being will be reborn sooner
or later. Kind-hearted activi is absolutely necessary for the attainment
of spiritual rebirth, since this revives the person's spirit. rough actions
of love the dormant spiritual spark within the soul unites with the eternal
Father-Spirit, it becomes active, and activi is life .... If, by his deeds of love,
the human being gives the spiritual spark within himself the opportuni
to become active, he will have become spiritually reborn and can no longer
descend into the state of death. Once the spirit is awakened it will never
disregard him, it will constantly influence its surrounding shell, i.e. the
spirit will influence the soul and through it also the human being's body,
urging him into kind-hearted actions and thereby advancing the soul's
higher development. Spiritual rebirth cannot be intellectually achieved,
neither will nor words can make it happen, only a will that is put into
action results in it, and these actions need to be deeds of unselfish love for
other people. A person's spirit will only come alive through love, it will only
move into action through deeds of love, and thus only through love can
the soul achieve eternal life, which is the consequence of spiritual rebirth.
But anyone who has love also lives in constant contact with the Eternal
Love, and thus the eternal Father-Spirit will also constantly influence the
spiritual spark in the human being .... Eternal Love will draw to Itself what
is striving to shape itself into love .... And then there will be no more death
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for the soul .... en there will only be life, i.e. uninterrupted activi in
strength and light; then the shackle of death has been removed, then death
has been conquered ....

Hence a spiritually reborn person will never fear his body's death because
his soul knows the transience of all earthly things as well as the immortali
of everything in the spiritual realm, it does not fear its earthly death because
its eternal life is guaranteed. It does not merely believe in the soul's life a er
the death of the body but it has become certain of it, because it is instructed
by the revived spirit, because the knowledge it receives from the spirit
results in profound conviction .... Hence its faith has become unwavering
because it carries the evidence within itself .... the awakened spirit, which is
part of the eternal Father-Spirit. A spiritually reborn human being has no
further doubt in regards to spiritual knowledge, because the working of the
spirit within him also includes ever-increasing understanding, recognition
of the eternal Dei and His reign and activi , as well as the knowledge
of God's eternal plan of Salvation .... His imparted knowledge is not mere
faith, since the wisdom of what is presented to him is so self-evident in the
eyes of the spiritually reborn person that he needs no further evidence but
he is fully convinced of its truth, which he can now call his own mental
concept because his heart and intellect have absorbed it. erefore the
spiritually reborn person need no longer search, through love he has found
what he was looking for. us love is the key to wisdom, and wisdom is
knowledge which corresponds to truth, which emanates from and leads
back to the spiritual kingdom ....

However, a human being can only be reborn in spirit if his soul ignores the
body and merely strives to bring the spirit to life who, thus, even if unaware
of success, relinquishes what the body desires of his own accord, in order to
give it to those who suffer hardship and are in need of spiritual or worldly
help. Giving away worldly goods for the sake of selfless love will bring
him spiritual wealth. However, distributing spiritual wealth will result in
immense growth within himself, because God's spirit can then work in the
human being without restriction, He will give truth, which signifies eternal
life .... Life, however, is uninterrupted activi .... e spiritually reborn
person can no longer be inactive, but will then diligently work for the
kingdom of God .... he will take part in Christ's act of Salvation for erring
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souls on earth, because the spirit in him does not rest, like his eternal
Father-Spirit it is always and forever active .... And thus spiritual rebirth
will always result in the human being feeling urged to work for the spiritual
kingdom. He will take little notice of worldly life but keep his attention
constantly focussed on spiritual life in the knowledge of its importance
and in the desire to help where understanding is lacking. Because the
spiritually reborn person knows of the darkness on earth, of the lack of
strength in people who attach too much importance to worldly life. He
knows of the souls'hardship, of their spiritual death even on earth and one
day in eterni , where they are far more conscious of their helpless state,
where it is an agonising state for them and the soul can no longer be helped
if it continues to reject all advice as it had done on earth. e spiritually
reborn human being is aware of his mission and will follow it with love
and eagerness. He radiates light, and good for him who is not offended
by this light .... good for him who takes notice of the person who wants to
bring him light, who seeks to awaken him into life too .... Spiritual rebirth
can be recognised by everyone who is spiritually orientated, because true
wisdom is recognisable by every willing person, because where there is will
the spirit's strength gets activated.

Let your spirit come to life and you will have reached the goal on earth
which you were given in the beginning. As soon as the soul detaches itself
from the body you will enter the spiritual kingdom with a wealth of strength
and knowledge, and all you will leave behind is immature matter which
has not yet spiritualised itself on earth .... But you yourselves will enter the
realm of the blissful spirits in a free state and nothing will deter you from
actively forming and creating, for the love in you will prompt you to do
so and cause a state of bliss in you which you are unable to comprehend
on earth. Because you will be able to unite with the eternal Father-Spirit
Who will draw His children to Himself with burning love to make them
eternally happy ....

Amen
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BD 5230 received 08.10.1951

Has the infinitely long path of development been in vain? ....

You have travelled an infinitely long path and only a very short stretch of
the way is ahead of you, then the time of grace will be over for you, an
endlessly long period of Salvation will have found its conclusion and its
success will reveal itself on the last day, on the day of Judgment. is day is
approaching all of you, the day of which it is written, which countless seers
and prophets have proclaimed would come when the time is fulfilled. You
humans have so o en been reminded of the last Judgment, when everyone
will be punished or rewarded according to merit. How o en have I offered
Myself as a Leader on the final earthly path, when you as human beings
need guidance, how o en did I send help to you from above when you
were at risk of failing; how o en were you given guiding principles so that
you would take the right path, so that your soul would mature fully and
thus higher development would be promoted. I tried with love and with
firmness to push you onto the right path, time and again I spoke to you in
My Word, as a good shepherd I constantly protected you from the wolves,
from the intruders into My flock of sheep; I sent messengers to cross your
path who repeatedly proclaimed My will to you; I endured your weaknesses
and faults with much love and patience and revealed Myself time and again
to you humans in order to attain your love; I Myself descended to you in
the Word to advise you in My direct speech that you urgently ought to
change for the better .... I tried everything and yet achieved so little .... for
people are not concerned about attaining Me and My affection. ey live
their lives for themselves and no longer acknowledge Me .... And the time
flies towards the end ....

e infinitely long path of development before the embodiment as a human
being, which you all had to cover, will have been travelled in vain by many
people, for the human being has not achieved the culmination of his earthly
life. e final stage of development has not been travelled, and at the end
of this period of Salvation a last decision will be demanded, because a new
era for the purpose of salvation will start again and every spiritual being
capable of development will be bound again into the external form which
befits its state of maturi , but hard matter will serve as an abode for the
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spiritual being which failed as a human being. And this decision will still
have to be taken before the conclusion of the epoch .... Humani is at risk of
being banished into hardest matter again .... You humans cannot imagine
what that means, yet it is the fair compensation for spurning a blessing
which could be used by all of you humans and which you disregarded.

ere is an awful lot at stake for you humans, and all My admonitions and
warnings are to no avail, for you don't believe in an end, nor do you believe
in a righteous Creator, Who one day will call you to account for your way of
life, for your spiritual attitude and your neglected earthly life, which truly
could result in your complete release from the form if you would comply
with My Words and change for the better. You spurn My grace and thereby
create an appalling fate for yourselves .... And even if I speak to you through
the mouth of an awakened servant .... you don't believe .... that the end is
near and with it the last Judgment .... And thus you will have to accept the
consequences, for My love and mercy can indeed give to you, but not force
upon you, what you spurn of your own free will .... light and strength and
realisation of your hardship ....

Amen

BD 5212 received 15.09.1951

God is good and righteous ....

I Am a good and righteous God, and time and again My kindness and mercy
will be experienced by you humans if you have done wrong, although I
cannot disregard anything sinful .... yet I take all your weaknesses into
account, I do not judge you humans as I once judged you when you
had been perfect; for now you are imperfect creatures without correct
realisation and of weak will. Nevertheless, I must urge you to regain your
perfection. I must reproach you for your sins, I must inform you of what
is right and what is wrong, what corresponds to My will and what you
should do in order to become perfect again. And therefore I cannot ignore
any transgressions either, although I look upon them through the eyes of
clemency and mercy. For you need not sin even if you are weak, because
you can use My strength and grace which is at your disposal. us I have to
remind you to always request My strength, to appeal for My gi s of grace
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and not to go through life without imploring Me for support. I Am good
and righteous .... therefore I cannot abide you acting wrongly but have to
confront you with injustice until you have recognised it as injustice and
endeavour to think and act righteously. You must recognise sin in order
to avoid it and I want to help you in this, for I Am a good God, a God of
love and not a God of wrath Who punishes when His living creation has
transgressed ....

I Am a Father of My children, and a father wants to win his children
over with love. All the same, He cannot overlook the injustice due to
false love, because this will not lead the child to perfection; perfection,
however, is the human being's ultimate goal on earth. Let yourselves be
drawn and educated by Me, also humbly accept a reprimand, for it is just
a means of making you realise a wrong action in order to subsequently
avoid it. And always keep to My commandment of love .... en you will
also conduct yourselves in a good and right way .... be kind and merciful
yourselves and don't judge heartlessly; try to emulate Me in everything,
My patience, gentleness, humili and peacefulness, and if you are at risk of
failing call upon Me for help, for strength and grace. And you will receive
it whenever you appeal to Me for it. Only I know your weakness, your
spiritual hardship and also your will .... I Am a God of love, I Am a Judge
Who is full of forbearance and tries everything in order to change you
before His judgment of you .... You only need to direct your will towards
Me so that I can help you if you become weak .... en I will always let
kindness and mercy prevail, even when you have done wrong ....

Amen

BD 5123 received 03.05.1951

Distance from God is a wretched state ....
No separation ....

You can certainly revolt against Me but you cannot separate yourselves
from Me, for you are a part of Me that can never ever get lost .... You,
however, experience the distance like a separation and therefore think that
you'll be able to detach yourselves from Me; yet the chains connecting
us are untearable, they are merely shorter or longer but inevitably keep us
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together. All resistance extends the distance from Me, but every deed of love
brings us closer together and unites us. If you therefore distance yourselves
by resisting Me then My adversary will intrude and place himself between
you and Me. ereby you won't recognise Me anymore and comply with
his will, for he lures you with that which you desire, with earthly goods
which make My image grow increasingly fainter. Nevertheless you belong
to Me and remain My possession, because I will not forfeit My claim on
you. But My adversary and you believe yourselves capable of escaping
My authori , yet then you will simply distance yourselves more and more
from Me and find yourselves in a wretched state. For your distance from
Me signifies a total lack of strength and light, it signifies the soul's death,
it signifies a state of darkness which will also always remain a state of
wretchedness. You, however, don't know the state of beatitude .... Hence
you do not strive for it but content yourselves with earthly happiness which
My adversary bestows upon you the more you turn away from Me. You
don't know the true life, the life of the spirit which gives you light and
strength in abundance .... you don't know the divine abilities you could
possess were you associated with Me again ....

But I loved you from the very beginning and My love for you will not
diminish; it wants to give and please, thus it also wants to lead you to the
realisation of what you used to be, what you are and what you shall become
again in order to be eternally happy. Yet whether you allow yourselves to
be taught by Me is up to you, for I will not force any being to accept from
My hand what makes it incredibly happy .... It can freely decide whether it
wants to belong to Me or to succumb to My adversary's influence. However,
since My love for you, My living creations, will never end, I will also pursue
your love forever, and I will do whatever it takes to help you achieve
beatitude, time and again I will come close to you and let you feel My love
until, one day, it will beneficially affect you and you will turn to Me in
order to receive more and more love, until you love Me too and voluntarily
pull yourselves away from My adversary and strive towards Me. en My
and your happiness will be infinite, then there will be no more distance
between us, then we will be firmly united by the bond of love and never
ever separate again, for once something has found its way to Me of its own
accord I will not let it go again, I will not let it fall again and the adversary
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will have lost all power, it is and remains My Own for all eterni ....
Amen

BD 5746 received 13.08.1953

Spreading the Gospel on God's behalf ....

Influencing spiritual adversi should be your greatest concern; you should
help to lead people back to faith, by imparting the truth give them some-
thing that seems credible to them, you should give to them what you
received from Me Myself and lead them out of spiritual darkness which
still keeps them captive and will bring about their ruin if they don't escape
it before it is too late. e day of the end draws ever closer and humankind
has no idea what is about to happen .... because it ignores what has been
proclaimed since the beginning of this period of Salvation, because it does
not believe what seers and prophets have predicted on My instructions.
And thus it approaches the end totally unaware, for it rejects the knowl-
edge with which it is presented because it considers it incredible .... And
the only option le is to offer this knowledge to people time and again and
to inform them that they are not offered human intellectual knowledge but
that it has been conveyed to you by Me Myself in order to inform humani
of the forthcoming event .... I take pi on people that the end will find them
unprepared, I take pi because the humanly distorted religious doctrines
are the reason for their total unbelief, and because I would like to help
them find the right belief I send you to meet them in order to instruct them
in My name .... in order to offer them in all puri that which they have so
far rejected because it was spoilt.

Give them food which is palatable and lets them desire more, so that their
soul will be strengthened and they won't want to miss this nourishment for
the soul anymore .... Spread My Gospel amongst the people and remember
the great spiritual hardship which can only be remedied by passing on My
Word, and don't exclude anyone, for all of those who do not yet belong to
My church, who have no living faith in Me and My teaching as yet, suffer
this hardship .... For it is a huge mistake that people belong to the church
founded by Me if they merely verbally confess a school of thought, if they
don't have a living faith and are subject to the working of the spirit ....
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ese, however, know about the end, they know what to expect and that
there is only little time le until the end .... Yet only a few know about it,
because there are only a few in whom My spirit can work, who belong in
truth to My church which I founded Myself. is is why spiritual hardship
is so extensive, and this is why you should work diligently in order to still
win people over for My church, in order to inform them of the near end and
to caution them to eagerly work at improving their soul, so that it will not
go lost when the end has come .... so that they, by belonging to My church,
will remain faithful to Me during the last battle of faith until I come to fetch
My Own into My kingdom .... Take My Word to them which will give them
light and strength providing they are willing to hear and accept it in their
hearts .... help them to find faith and lead them out of the great adversi
before it is too late ....

Amen

BD 5686 received 27.05.1953

Right prayer is the bridge to God ....
Jesus Christ ....

e bridge to Me is the prayer ....

ere is no insurmountable gulf between us, for your prayer will always
bridge it as soon as it is a prayer in spirit and in truth .... And the prayer's
depth of feeling determines the length of the path to Me. You can enter into
direct contact with Me if you speak to Me like a child speaks to its Father.
For then I will be with you, then every distance will have been overcome,
then you will have breezed across the gulf between us and come close to
Me, for I comply with your call and come to meet you as soon as I hear the
voice of your heart. Do you now know the exquisite means at your disposal
in order to come to Me, do you know what effective gi of grace prayer is for
you? Due to your imperfection you are still far away from Me as your God
and Creator of eterni , yet I do not deny you to enter into a dialogue with
Me and draw close to you as a Father, Who also embraces his still imperfect
children with love and takes account of their faults and weaknesses. I listen
to you as soon as you speak to Me in childlike faithful prayer. Yet on the
other hand, you can only pray to Me correctly if you believe in Me, thus
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every prayer in spirit and in truth requires your belief in Me, in My love,
wisdom and might .... If, however, you believe in Me, then every word will
also arise from your heart, then it will no longer be a formal prayer, then
only the child will speak with its Father .... and then it will also achieve
everything that is only in its best interest. But in order for you to have a
living relationship with Me you must also be able to have the right concept
of Me, Who gives you the opportuni for this as the Saviour Jesus Christ.

Imagine your Saviour in His overwhelming love that embraces all of you
humans, and remember His suffering and His death on the cross on behalf
of sinful humankind and you will also be able to love Him in return, to
confide in Him and to tell Him whatever weighs you down, and you will,
because He Himself was a human being just like you, be able to expect
complete understanding from Him for all your suffering and adversities,
and you will turn to Him, Who is your friend and brother, Who due to His
love wants to help all of you, Who wants to draw you to Himself into the
celestial kingdom in order to make you forever blissfully happy. I Myself
became a visible God for you in the Saviour Jesus Christ, and if you offer
your love to Him you also give your love to Me, your God and Father of
eterni , for He and I are one, and anyone who sees Him sees Me, Who
lived on earth as the human being Jesus in order to gain your love, in order
to sacrifice Myself for love of you, who were wretched in your sinful state
and in your infinite distance from Me would have had to perish had I not
established a bridge in order to make the path to Me passable .... You all
can cross the bridge if you speak to Jesus, your Saviour and Redeemer, in
heartfelt prayer, if you love Him and therefore also comply with His simple
commandments. en you will also be allowed to experience His love, He
will help you spiritually and bodily. He will guide you and smooth all paths
which lead upwards to Him, into His kingdom, to eternal life ....

Amen
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BD 5753 received 24.08.1953

Listening to God's voice ....

You should listen to Me, and I will always speak to you such that you will
also be able to recognise My love for you .... Everything around you can
and will change .... but My love for you remains the same, it pursues you
whether you are far away or close by, and it constantly seeks to influence
you, that is, to awaken reciprocated love in you, which signifies your
ultimate return to Me. And if I can address you, if you listen to Me, you
will open your heart's door to Me, and then the full strength of My love can
be effective, then I can ignite a fire in you which cannot be extinguished
anymore, because My love is so powerful that its fire dissolves all resistance,
that it takes hold of the person's nature and changes him completely ....
that it shapes the person into love. I desire contact with you, this is why I
speak to you ..... If you listen to Me willingly then you will establish the
connection with Me, and then I can revive what is dead, I can give true life
to you who are still dead while you are far away from Me. My Words shall
change this dead state, for My communication is a ray of love that intends
to awaken you to life.

If you then give Me the opportuni to lower My ray of love into your heart,
if you make it possible by willingly listening to My Word, you will soon feel
the effect in yourselves, you will become aware that you are no longer alone
.... you will, as it were, sense the presence of a benevolent being to Whom
you will give yourselves without resistance, for My ray of love has the effect
that it lowers your resistance when I have the opportuni to speak to you,
and you will listen to My Words carefully. And you will always listen to
My Words if you withdraw into solitude for a short period of time, if you
collect your thoughts in prayer or quietly think about yourselves. en you
always give Me the opportuni to speak to you, albeit you won't recognise
My voice at first but merely believe that you hear your own thoughts ....

I always enter your thoughts since you are, a er all, pursued by My love
which always tries to embrace you when you become silent and turn your
vision inwards. In that case you listen, and then I can speak to you .... And
the more consciously you practise this turning away from the world and
looking within, the more willingly you open the door of your heart to Me
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and the more clearly will you hear My voice, which answers your questions
or instructs you such that your love for Me flares up, because you will
recognise Me as a God of love as soon as you listen to Me, as soon as you
turn inwards and your thoughts turn towards Me ....

I always want to speak to you, yet rarely do you listen to Me .... But if you
seek solitude by turning your thoughts inwards you will hear Me speak,
even though you will not immediately recognise it as an expression of My
love, because the intellect cannot grasp as yet what the soul has already
felt or comprehended. Yet My communication will ever more consciously
become an indescribable blessing for you and all those whom you inform
of the fact .... that the Father speaks to His child as soon as the child wants
to hear the Father ....

And you all can establish this bond with Me, you all need only listen
carefully in order to hear Me, and I merely want to stimulate you to sharpen
your spiritual ear, to practise listening to spiritual communications by o en
withdrawing into solitude and longing for My presence. en I will be with
you and speak to you .... en I will come to you Myself in the Word, and
then you will also know that I love you and want to gain your love as well
....

Amen

BD 5699 received 16.06.1953

`You truly have a Father'....
Father and child relationship ....

Nothing would be impossible for you if you united yourselves with Me, if
you appealed to Me for strength .... if you thus let Me Myself work through
you. You just do not have sufficient faith as yet, and as long as you doubt
you are preventing Me yourselves from working in accordance with your
will. Yet you should try to gain this faith. Place yourselves into the position
of talking to Me with childlike trust, so that you really feel like children
who come to the Father in every difficul , be it of a spiritual or earthly
nature. Were you able to establish this relationship with Me you would
no longer doubt that I would grant your request. For if you address Me
as your Father you will also be convinced of My love which turns to My
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children and grants them help in every adversi . You truly have a Father,
you are not orphaned children, you have One Who knows your difficulties
and worries, Who only wants to be called upon because He desires the love
of His children and wants to respond to it .... How richly blessed you are
indeed .... You have a Father in heaven Who is stronger than all the powers
in the world, Who therefore can also avert everything that affects you on
part of the world .... And because you have such a powerful and loving
Father nothing is impossible for you either, because I always will stand by
you with My strength, because you only have to believe firmly in order to
prompt Me into expressing My power. As long as you are distant from Me
you will also be helpless, but as soon as you establish a heartfelt connection
with Me My strength will have to flow over to you, and then you will
achieve and be able to do everything, and there will be no restriction for
you, for all limitations disappear where My strength is being used. Just have
absolute faith in your heavenly Father's love and all worries will dwindle,
they will always be removed at the right time, because you determine the
time yourselves by the strength of your faith .... Amen

I want to bless your work and guide your thoughts and grant that you
will act according to My will. erefore give your spiritual work priori
over your earthly occupation, which I then will also bless and provide you
with spiritual support where earthly strength seems to be insufficient. And
since I bless you everything will succeed, since I bless you, you cannot be
attacked by evil forces, for My blessing erects a protective shield behind
which you can feel secure, a protective shield which disperses everything
which is hostile, because My protective hand is upon you as long as you
work for Me and My kingdom .... I want to be a good caretaker to all of you
as soon as you work as My servants in My vineyard, as soon as you are of
service to Me and aim to extend My kingdom on earth .... And you shall
not lack anything, I will furnish you with strength, and you will thus carry
out your redemption work for which I appointed you in the last days before
the end ....

Amen
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BD 5632 received 21.03.1953

Surrendering the will to God ....

Offer yourselves as a sacrifice to the Lord, passively hand yourselves over
to Him .... desire that His will shall also be yours, that you no longer feel
any kind of resistance in you, that you are totally devoted to Him .... is
complete surrender of your will to God's will assures right thinking, right
wanting and right doing .... But as soon as you harbour the slightest resis-
tance you also divert, if only imperceptibly, from that which is God's will,
because this very resistance creates the foundation where God's adversary
can be active. It is thus an act of greatest effort if the human being is to
relinquish his own will and completely subordinate himself to divine will
.... which, however, will always be easily achievable the more love becomes
active in a person, for to be lovingly active is already coming into close
contact with the eternal Love, it is uni ing-oneself with It and thus simul-
taneously abandoning one's own will. is is why someone who lives a life
of love no longer opposes God, it draws him to God, he humbly gives him-
self to the One Who created him, he know no resistance, no disobedience
to God, he only ever endeavours to comply with Him.

In that case he has no will of his own any longer because he is permeated
by the love of God, Whose will now works in him, since through love
the spiritual uni has taken place. us love is the most certain feeling
that the human being lives within God's will .... and that is why you need
only ever be mindful about practising love .... whatever you do should
only be determined by love, your heart should be so and tolerant, gentle
and whole-heartedly humble, and helpful towards every human being
.... In every human being you should see your neighbour, your brother,
because you are all children of one Father; you should let neither anger
nor bitterness arise in you, but know that everything will approach you
as is beneficial for your change, for your perfection. What is wicked in
your environment shall become good through you, your love shall be
the weapon you use against your enemies. You should never fight evil
with evil but do good to those who do not mean you well. en your
bond with the eternal Love will become ever firmer, then you live within
God's will, then His will has also become yours, then you have offered
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yourselves as a sacrifice by voluntarily having surrendered your resistance
and acknowledged Him as your Lord, as your God and Father of eterni ,
to Whom you gave yourselves completely ....

Amen

BD 5715 received 03.07.1953

e Word of God ....
Ray of light ....

e door of your heart ....
Guest ....

Anyone who opens the door of his heart to let the light shine in will truly
not need to fear the night anymore, for the light will shine for him from
within, which no-one will be able to extinguish anymore. And thus no
shadow will be able to fall upon the light, no other power will be able to
darken it, for the light from above will also burst through the layer the
enemy would like to spread across the light .... e light from above is
the ray of wisdom which originates from God and which is so effective
that even the person touched by it will strive towards God, i.e., that the
light coming from God will flow back to God and pull everything that
once separated itself from God along with it .... For the light is the divine
light of love, it has an inconceivable effect on that which is still far away
from God providing it is merely receptive to His ray of love. And this is
why the Word coming forth from God, which is an obvious expression of
His love's activi , has to ignite as light in people's hearts and dispel all
darkness, erroneous thoughts, misguided concepts and, therefore, wrong
will. e human being must clearly recognise what he needs and what
he should strive for. It has to enlighten him, and that means that he will
then eagerly strive towards the eternal light, because the light gives him
pleasure and because he wants to be forever blissfully happy. e light from
above is a touch of God's love Which wants to benevolently influence the
soul so that it will turn to Him .... Yet the light is unable to shine into an
unreceptive heart. People's hearts must open themselves, and they ought
to be encouraged to do so. A loving person must knock and present himself
as a peace- and joy-bringing guest, he must, if only a small gap opens, send
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in a warming ray in order to open the door ever more until the guest is
accepted, whose light will then fill a hitherto dark room and drive out the
night ....

Anyone who spreads the Word of God amongst people in this way, who
eagerly makes an effort to pass on His light, who goes to great lengths
where a little success can be expected, is a faithful servant in the vineyard
of the Lord, he is preparing the way for Him Who will follow and desire
admittance, if He knocks in order to feast with those who open the door
to Him. He is a loyal labourer for God and His kingdom whose work will
always be blessed ....

Amen

BD 5465 received 19.08.1952

Spiritual hardship can only remedied by spreading the pure Gospel ....

Only the concern for people's spiritual state must be taken seriously, for
this concern has to be remedied by people themselves. By no means can
pressure be exercised but instead the human being's free will has to decide
to actively work for the soul's maturi , and this free will can indeed be
influenced, but never be forced. But in the last days the human being
completely submits himself of his own free will to his adversary; this is why
the souls'state of maturi is particularly dismal and My love accomplishes
little, the end comes ever closer and the earthly world with all its attractions
and goods will perish; and only the souls will remain, which are in such
dreadful shape that they cannot be admitted into My kingdom since due to
their attitude they are part of My adversary and therefore Satan's servants.
Only a few have reached the degree of maturi because their will had
turned to Me of its own accord and therefore people also recognise Me.

eir souls'became receptive to light, they recognised the importance of
their earthly task and lived their life on earth accordingly. e general
public, however, lives superficially and does not consider the soul's life
a er death because it does not believe in it. And that is the great hardship
which motivates Me to send a light amongst people everywhere, to instruct
My messengers everywhere to proclaim My Gospel and to lead people back
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to faith, which is absolutely essential so that people will be able to turn to
Me when they are in trouble.

Nevertheless, whoever wants to spread light must have received it from
Me Myself first .... I can only use those people for the distribution of the
Gospel who have light themselves, who let themselves be permeated by
Me with the light of eternal life, with the one and only Truth. I cannot send
everyone into the world, for even if there is good will to work for Me, only
the spreading of the truth is useful and that can only be received from Me
Myself, i.e. a human being can only realise the truth if My spirit is able to
work in him, and this working of the spirit necessitates the fulfilment of
conditions. However, everyone who is willing to fulfil these conditions is
accepted by Me as a labourer in My vineyard. For there is great hardship on
earth, and I only want to control this hardship through My faithful servants
on earth, time and again I want to awaken people who receive My Word
directly and pass it on to those who are willing to listen to it. People's souls
are in great danger, they are completely immature and soon will have to
depart from this earth .... eir state of maturi , however, determines their
fate in eterni . Only My pure Gospel can still save people and raise their
state of maturi . For it originates from Me, it harbours spiritual strength
and can have a revitalising effect on the souls, providing the human being
willingly allows himself to be affected by the strength of the divine Word
.... He will bless the hour when My Word was made accessible to him, for
only My Word can save the soul from eternal death ....

Amen

BD 5823 received 09.12.1953

Help in earthly and spiritual adversi ....
Reciprocated love ....

Break bread with the hungry, share whatever you own when you see
someone going short, when he appeals to you for help, and don't fear that
you will overexert yourselves, for the measure you use will be the measure
you receive, and you will receive in abundance spiritually and earthly as
soon as you make good use of the wealth, as soon as you distribute it
where it is needed and to where I lead you Myself in order to notice it.
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I refer more to spiritual than earthly hardship, for the former results in
the soul's complete debilitation, in spiritual death; yet you shall also take
care of earthly adversi , because you thereby awaken love in your fellow
human being's heart and he will then realise in a flash why he experiences
worldly difficulties and how he can release himself from them again. And
this is why the earthly adversi in the last days will be so great, because
I want to save people from the excessive spiritual hardship, which will
never be possible if everything earthly goes according to the human being's
plan and his sights are steadfastly fixed on the world .... en I will have
no access to their hearts and cannot address them either, I cannot direct
their thoughts towards the spiritual realm, for the world will always take
precedence and have greater control over people. But when faced by earthly
adversi individual souls will indeed take refuge in Me.

Call upon Me for help .... and if they don't find the direct path to Me,
if they are incapable of praying because they don't believe in Me, in My
love and My might, you will have to pave the way for them by taking
loving care of them, which will not remain without impression on a person
who suffers great hardship .... which affects him beneficially and can also
awaken reciprocated love, which always signifies a small light, a glimmer
of realisation, a step closer to Me .... Only in this way can you explain
to yourselves the greater than great adversi and sorrow in the last days
before the end .... I don't use it to punish but as a means of education, and
I only want to take from people what is poison for their souls and in its
stead offer a life-awakening drink. I want to heal where My adversary has
le deep scars which lead to death .... I only want to save My children, even
if the means for this salvation are not understood by you .... I truly know
how effective they can be and will apply them where I know My children
to be stricken by a severe ailment which they don't recognise themselves
and which I would like to cure because I love them .... And you humans
shall help Me in this by willingly allowing yourselves to be led to these
patients whose spiritual ailment results in earthly adversi and whom you
therefore should support with loving and patient help and advice, whom
you predominantly should offer the bread of life, so that they can draw
strength from it and then also humbly endure what is sent to them by My
love .... Consider all who suffer adversi and know that I try to save all
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those who are not so totally controlled by My adversary that he can amply
supply them with earthly possessions .... For they are lost for an infinitely
long time ....

Amen

BD 5862 received 25.01.1954

Divine guidance ....

I will lead you all by My hand if you don't resist Me and allow yourselves to
be led .... us anyone who wants Me to be his companion, who does not
oppose My will, can also rest assured that he will be guided right by Me,
that he will not take the wrong path and that he will safely reach his goal.
I expect nothing else from you but your submission to Me, that you want
to be My Own, that you acknowledge Me as your God and Father and are
willing to do what is right before My eyes. is will alone is enough for
Me to lead you by the hand until you have reached the end of your earthly
life, until you enter the spiritual kingdom in order to live in eterni . I
want to give you eternal life .... And you will only be able to live if you are
permeated by the strength of My love .... My strength of love takes hold of
everything that offers no resistance .... And thus you will also understand
why I expect your submission to Me, for then My strength of love can flow
into you and awaken you to life. You cannot be spiritually dead anymore
when you are permeated by My strength of love .... And you cannot be
without the strength of My love if you hand yourselves over to Me, that is,
if you join Me voluntarily .... e will to unite with Me is the guarantee
that I will take possession of you and never let go of you again ..... For this
will once turned away from Me and caused your fall into the abyss, your
loss of light and strength .... If you now grant Me your will again it will
also assuredly give you light and strength again. And everyone wanting to
come to Me will reach his goal, whichever path he takes ....

I value your resolve and will also walk next to you, forever taking care that
you will enter into eternal life. But anyone directing his will to Me also
perceives his own inadequacy which lets him become humble...He senses
His distance from Me and would want to overcome it .... he makes an effort
to do My will, he tries to shape himself according to My will because he
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realises that his imperfection prevents him from reaching Me, from uniting
himself with Me forever .... And because he feels that he is too weak he
appeals to Me for strength .... And I give, because My love always wants to
give itself and because such will demonstrated by My earthly child makes
Me extremely happy for it signifies the final return to Me. As soon as the
thought of his own inadequacy has awakened in the human being I will
also help him to reform himself, and as soon as he joins Me voluntarily by
handing himself over to Me, My strength of love will take effect on him and
lead to success.

And this is why everyone will reach his goal who strives towards Me,
everyone who allows himself to be led without resistance will take the right
path and need never fear to go wrong, for anyone who entrusts himself to
Me builds on a firm foundation ....

Amen

BD 5873 received 09.02.1954

Fulfilling the commandments of love ....

Simply live in love .... I ask nothing else of you, but thereby you will reach
an as yet inscrutable goal, a level of perfection which subsequently signifies
brightest realisation for you, because then your soul will be able to attain
spiritual vision and gain insight into My kingdom with all its splendours.
I only require you to love because love is the key to realisation, to strength
and to supreme happiness. Any person can be good, but whether he wants
to be it, whether he follows the gentle urging within himself is a decisive
factor in the achievement of his goal on earth. And this is why he constantly
has to be encouraged to practice love, time and again he has to be reminded
to do deeds of love and cautioned not to act heartlessly .... is is why he
was given the commandments of love by Me, so that he will not forget what
alone is important in earthly life .... so that he will use his common sense
to help him when the urging of his heart has already become too feeble
.... en he should remember that My will only expects the fulfilment of
My commandments of love and rationally try to ascertain why I gave these
commandments .... He should consider the Words `He who remains in love
remains in Me and I in him ....', consequently, if he desires contact with Me
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he will have to live a life of love .... In that case, however, his spiritual ascent
will be assured, then he will fulfil the purpose of his earthly life. Love is
Supreme .... Love is the strength without which no human being can live,
which has to be understood as the life of the soul, which is everlasting but
can succumb to spiritual death if it lacks love, the strength which gives true
life in the first place. Anyone who wants to live in eterni must give love to
all those who approach him, to all those who want his love .... only then will
he be able to create in strength and light, and only then can he be blissfully
happy.

However, without love the soul is in darkness and weak, for even the
body's life does not signi life for the soul without love, although it
can temporarily use the body's life, yet without love always in the wrong
direction which thereby merely thickens the layers surrounding it, so that
at the end of its earthly life it will enter the spiritual kingdom totally
devoid of strength and light, where it is no longer granted the privilege
that the body can change its state, for it has not utilised the body's energy
of life for itself, it had not given in to the gentle urges and made the body
accomplish deeds of love .... For as long as it lived on earth its thoughts
and intentions determined the body's activities, the use of vitali , and its
wrong intentions and thoughts subsequently also caused its state of death
in the spiritual kingdom .... Time and again you are admonished to love,
you humans are confronted by so much adversi and helplessness and are
so o en approached for help that you would be constantly able to carry out
deeds of love, for you have the abili to do so, yet whether you have the
will shall one day determine your soul's state a er death. Actions of love in
accordance with My will can never cause you adverse effects, for whatever
you give with love will be returned to you in various ways both spiritually
and earthly. It will never damage you, for the share you gain by fulfilling
My commandments will be unlimited, because when I give I know no
limitation where love motivates Me to express My love .... Act with love
.... don't be calculating in giving but let your heart impel you into wanting
to share and give pleasure .... en your love will have been kindled in
you and its fire will dissolve all impurities which still cling to your soul. By
way of love the soul becomes bright and clear, and My strength of love can
permeate it, it will live eternally and know all, it will realise that only love
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can achieve the uni with Me, that only through love can it attain eternal
beatitude ....

Amen

BD 3230 received 23.08.1944

Helping or fighting ....
Different purposes for suffering ....

In the state of freedom of will the being would not have to fear God's
adversary if only it would live in love. en it will have defeated him,
because God's adversary is utterly defenceless against love. Hence, the
human being would also be able to free himself from temptations and
challenges, for they have no influence on him as soon as he acts with
love. e latter, however, depends on a person's free will, and therefore the
human being himself is the reason for an earthly existence which is either a
constant battle or helpful love .... God knows every person's heart and gives
the human being what he needs, but He also lets a person go short if he
does not require His help, His comfort and His counsel because he inwardly
opposes Him and therefore does not exercise love, which demonstrates his
God-devoted will .... God and love are one and the same, and therefore a
loving human being is also united with God and thus has to be superior to
God's adversary. If the human being is willing to actively engage himself
in neighbourly love he will not be quite so besieged by the temptations of
the world; he effectively has already overcome them which, however, does
not rule out that he will have to endure suffering, because suffering is not
only intended to lead a person to God whose will is still turned away from
God but it shall also puri the person who strives towards God. However,
the suffering in these two stages is experienced differently. e former
revolts against it because he does not want to bow down to a Power Which
restricts his enjoyment of life .... He still desires the world and experiences
all suffering as disadvantage, as an inadequate enjoyment of life and thus a
constraint he refuses to accept. And it can require a lot of suffering before
he has surrendered, and this kind of battle is the adversary's work, who still
uses the world and its pleasures to gain the human being for himself, who
continues to place all these before his eyes in order to intensi his desire
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and thereby alienate him from God. But if the human being is actively
helpful, then the suffering will merely serve him to become perfect, to
achieve maturi of his soul, then God's adversary will have little control
over him, then he will turn away from the world and due to his suffering
join God ever more closely.

is difference has to be recognised when the dispari of suffering is being
considered, when good and bad people are affected by it .... people, who
are still completely averted from God and those who seemingly no longer
require suffering in order to find Him .... Each time the suffering serves a
different purpose, yet the final purpose is the complete union with God.

e greatest danger for the human being is his inclination towards the
world and his lack of love, for then he will still be wholly enslaved by
the one who wants to ruin him. And then he will need strict teaching
methods in order to change. Only when his inclination towards the world
subsides can love ignite in him, and then the suffering can take on different
characteristics, yet it cannot be entirely spared to him as long as the soul
is not totally purified. Practising neighbourly love is therefore a decisive
factor for his degree of development, it is a decisive factor for the intensi of
his suffering, for wherever love is practised, and thus where God is present
Himself, the suffering will be more bearable because the human being will
be able to receive God's emanation of strength and therefore the suffering
will not depress him as much. He need not fight anymore but only bear
it and wait for God's help which will remove all suffering from him when
the time is right. e human being must be helpful or fight, and namely in
accordance with his will and his abili to love .... Being helpful will come
easily to him, yet fighting will require great strength if he does not want
to succumb to the power which will use whatever it takes to pull him into
darkness and which will continue to exert an influence on the human being
as long as he lives without love, for then he is still far removed from God.
Only love sets him free from this power, only love makes him strong, for
the loving human being is united with God and receives his strength from
Him in order to defeat the adversary ....

Amen
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BD 5840 received 30.12.1953

Battle of faith ....
Fighters for God ....

I have trained an army of fighters for Myself who have taken on the fight
against the enemy of souls and against all those who harass you in their
unbelief and are therefore against Me. ey all belong to My adversary's
camp. My fighters, however, have Me as their Commander-in-chief and
I will truly lead them to victory in the last battle on this earth. For it is
certain for you .... the battle of faith, which is about to happen to My small
flock in which they will have to prove themselves and from which I Myself
will rescue them, as I have proclaimed. is time of trial is yet to come to
My Own and therefore they will have to be extraordinarily strengthened in
order to persevere, because My adversary will proceed in a fierce and most
brutal manner against them to make them falter in their belief .... Yet their
contact with Me will give all of them remarkable strength .... And this is
why I keep cautioning you: Hold on to Me, don't let go of Me but join Me
ever more firmly, establish a heartfelt connection with Me so that you can
send your thoughts to Me at all times, as soon as the slightest resistance
arises in you, which is always My adversary's doing .... You can achieve
anything, accomplish anything and overcome anything if only you allow
My presence within you, which is already guaranteed by your sincere will
to be and to remain My Own. Your intimate thoughts, a prayer in spirit
and in truth, and constant activi of love also assure you My continuous
helpfulness, My strength of love and My grace.

And thus you are always equipped and able to cope with My adversary's
every onslaught, for then you will no longer fight him on your own but
will have Me by your side, and he will take flight from My ray of light with
absolute certain .... And you will always be able to triumph over him as
long as you stay with Me, as long as you are protected by the shield of faith
and of love .... If, however, you let your eyes wander sideways, if they are
turned towards the world and you lower the shield that protects you .... if
you only exclude Me for a short time and thus let the world step between
Me and yourselves .... then you will be in serious danger, and I want to
warn you of this like a loving father warns his children not to go their own
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way but always to stay with the father so that he can protect them in case of
threatening danger .... ey are merely calls of love which I repeatedly send
to you because I Am concerned about your salvation and because I want
to spare you every unnecessary fight, for I know your heart's innermost
sense of purpose and will not let you go astray. Yet you could make your
paths very difficult if you pay no attention to My Words. You shall be and
remain My fighters and ought to prepare yourselves for this final battle on
earth. And this requires that you do not sever the connection with Me, that
you don't go anywhere without Me, that you are so devoted to Me that you
desire My presence when and wherever it may be .... You must accumulate
a large supply of strength which will then never diminish again when you
start your final battle .... I will truly lead you to victory, as I have promised
you ....

Amen

BD 5845 received 05.01.1954

Predetermined fate ....
God's love and help ....

I come close to the sick and weak in order to heal and strengthen them .... I
come to the saddened and oppressed in order to comfort and assure them
of My support .... I take the victims of persecution into My arms so that they
may find a home again with Me, and I li up the fallen to help them find a
foothold again and become happy. I come to all who merely call upon Me
with a thought, who believe in a God and Father, who don't reject Me when
I want to help them .... And they can all consider themselves fortunate
that My ear hears their call, that My eye sees their tribulation and that
My heart belongs to them because they are My children .... because they
believe. Yet I also approach all unbelievers, I try to make Myself known
to them as a helper in order to stimulate them into appealing for My help
or into gratefully accepting it .... indeed, I o en approach the unbelievers
in the form of adversi and grief so that they shall remember Me, Whom
they certainly know of yet don't want to know. For no human being is
entirely without knowledge about the Creator and Provider of all things
.... However, many lack belief in the connection between the Creator and
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His living creation, and this unbelief prevents them from looking for the
connection which, however, would convince them of Me and My activi ,
and could also convince them of the immense love which connects Me with
all that is created ....

is faith makes the human being very happy and also lets him find
the path to Me as soon as he is in trouble .... Or the adversi would
be insufferable were I not aware of it and unable to provide My help
wherever there is faith. e fact that there is always a way out, that the
time of adversi and suffering is repeatedly succeeded by an endurable
period of time again is not coincidence, not a matter of course .... It is My
intervention, My guidance, it is My reign and activi , which is distinctly
recognisable in a human being's fate. And every person's course of fate
should lead to faith in Me, yet anyone who does not acknowledge Me also
rejects a predetermined fate, he tries to explain everything as being due to
his own strength or lack of strength without realising where he receives the
strength from and why he can also be weak .... e acknowledgment of Me
and a call to Me would truly result in a substantial change in his thinking as
well as his spiritual and earthly state during his life on earth .... I won't deny
Myself to anyone who calls upon Me, yet I hold Myself back where I Am
met by open resistance, where the rejection of Me is so extensive that even
physical adversi will not result in any change of mind. And then there
will be great danger that the one who has achieved his goal in displacing
Me completely will intervene .... And he will provide amply in earthly life
in exchange for everything that could lead to life in eterni .... He poisons
the soul and subjects it to a death, which is far more painful than the most
arduous earthly life, for this comes to an end but the soul will have to suffer
forever .... until it acknowledges Me one day and appeals to Me for help ....
which it will also be granted ....

Amen
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BD 3936 received 15.12.1946

God's will to help is greater than the adversi ....

e adversi will never be greater than God's will to help .... He knows
why He inflicts it on you, and as soon as it has served its purpose of having
motivated you to enter into most heartfelt contact with Him, He will also
remove it and clearly come to your aid. For His might is infinitely great, and
His love is supreme .... And if you believe that He does not want to let you
to suffer without reason, that He thereby only intends to benefit your souls,
you only need to commend yourselves to Him and His grace and He will
help you in every danger and distress. Yet you must always consider the fate
of your souls first, you must always aim to mature psychologically, i.e., to
fulfil God's will, for you are only on this world in order to shape yourselves
in accordance with God's will. If you disregard His will then you will have to
be moved by suffering to change your mind; but if you voluntarily comply
with His will then the suffering will always be bearable for you, even if you
have to endure it for your own and your fellow human beings'sake. For at
a time of a low spiritual level, when the whole of humani is neglectful
in fulfilling the divine commandments, when it no longer lives according
to divine will, suffering and adversi will also have to strike the whole of
humani to a greater extent if it is to change and accomplish its purpose of
earthly life.

So it is to be expected that it will also affect the people who at all times
make divine will the guiding principle for their way of life, yet their
adversi will always be endurable, God's help for them will always be
clearly recognisable, He will always let them feel His love and support
them by virtue of His omnipotence and His love, which will constantly
express themselves with His Own. For He wants to strengthen their faith,
He wants to reveal Himself as an ever helpful and kind Father, Who will
not leave His children in adversi if they call upon Him for help. And
every earthly and spiritual crisis shall induce people to call upon Him in
their hearts, in spirit and in truth .... For through his heartfelt appeal to
God the human being unites himself with Him and is able to receive the
necessary strength from Him to become fully mature in his soul. And God
will time and again clearly reveal Himself to His Own, and anyone who
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pays attention to it will be able to convince Himself of His love and care
every hour of every day, and He will glori and praise Him in his heart and
give thanks to Him .... For no adversi is greater than the might and love
of the One Who sends it .... He always knows a solution, even if the earthly
peril seems insurmountable .... erefore believe in Him and don't doubt
His love, for it takes hold of you and will never ever leave you, so that you
shall recognise Him and become and remain His Own for all eterni ....

Amen

BD 5575 received 12.01.1953

Opportunities for attaining the childship to God ....

You will truly be compensated for all adversi you have to endure on earth
and you will joyfully realise what you have gained by your state of suffering
on earth which My love recognised as being beneficial for your soul and
which therefore was only inflicted on you because of love. You humans
should believe that you all still need opportunities to achieve maturi ,
that a person's soul on earth is very rarely so crystallised on leaving its
body that it can pass into the spiritual kingdom as My child .... believe,
that only few people would achieve the degree of childship to God which
grants them the Father's inheritance if I did not create opportunities for
them through a state of illness or suffering which can completely puri
the soul and at the same time signi the removal of all guilt still on earth.
But I know every person's abili and willingness to love and thus also his
degree of maturi .... I really also know best who is already so close to Me
that I can accept him as My child .... Yet according to the law of eterni the
soul has to be completely free of impurities, because the highest degree of
beatitude, the childship to God, can only be reached on earth, because it is
no longer possible for the soul in the spiritual kingdom to reach perfection,
an ascent towards childship to God .... is is why the soul will still be
offered the opportuni on earth to perfect itself, which a sorrowful and
difficult earthly existence can achieve. Love and suffering lead the soul to
perfection, love and suffering let it mature, love and suffering enable it to
partake of the highest pleasures and the sweetest togetherness with Me ....
the child unites with the Father and eternally remains joined to Him ....
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Earthly life, however, is limited, it is but a fleeting moment compared to
eterni , and no matter how sorrowful it is, the beatitudes at the Father's
heart make up the suffering a thousand fold, and the soul looks back with
gratitude and realises the overwhelming love of the Father, Who wanted to
grant it this infinite happiness and therefore let it suffer on earth ....

Amen

Who was Bertha Dudde?

Bertha Dudde was born on 1. April 1891, as the second oldest daughter
of a painter, in Liegnitz, Silesia. She became a dressmaker and began to
receive pronouncements from God through the `Inner Word'on 15. June
1937.

“In a clear dream I was moved to write down my thoughts a er devout
prayer. Understandably this o en gave way to doubt and inner conflicts
until I was convinced that I was, myself, by no means the initiator of these
exquisitely gracious words; but instead it was the spirit within me, in other
words, the love of the Heavenly Father was obviously responsible for them
and introduced me to the truth”.

“I was given knowledge of the spiritual world which far exceeded my
elementary school education. I received and receive this knowledge as a
dictation in a state of complete consciousness; I write down everything I am
told in shorthand, in order to then transfer it word for word to clean copy.

e procedure does not take place in a state of compulsion, for example in
a state of trance or ecstasy, but in an absolutely level-headed frame of mind.
However, I have to want it to happen and then I can receive these dictations
voluntarily; they are neither bound by time nor place.

“Now I only have one wish, which is to be able to make these gi s of grace
accessible to many more people and in accordance with the will of God
Himself to be allowed to do much more work in His vineyard.”

(Quotations from an autobiography from 1959).

Bertha Dudde died on 18. September 1965 in Leverkusen, Germany.
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